1. Yearbook - 1966
2. Yearbook - 1965
3. Copy of 1965 pages
4. Map of Europe 1800-1914
5. Map Czechoslovakia - Poland?
6. Cemetery pictures, file

Where are the yearbooks?
In Library
Midwest Chenstochower Society
38th annual banquet and dance, 11/16/65
Program and booklet
President’s Message

It is a great joy, and my privilege as your President to welcome you to the Mid-West Chernostochaver Society’s thirty-eighth annual fund raising dinner and dance.

This event is dedicated to the continued growth of our charitable organization.

Tonight you are all honored guests—and rightfully so. It was your generous response and dedicated efforts that made this evening possible. We hope you will all have an enjoyable evening.

I ask each and every one of our members to cooperate with your officers so that we may be one of the strongest charitable organizations in Chicago.

I give special thanks to our Banquet Chairman, Moshe Krauze, and to our able, hard working Morris Solomon, our ad book Chairman; also to Abraham Miska, our ad book Chairman, and the entire committee for their efforts to make this an enjoyable and successful financial evening.

For all of us, I pray that we may be blessed with health and good fellowship to continue our efforts in the tasks that still lie ahead.

SAM BERNHARD, President
BANQUET SPONSORS

MR. AND MRS. JOSEPH ADELMAN
MR. AND MRS. FRANK AUSLANDER HARRIS
MR. AND MRS. LOUIS AUSLANDER
MR. SOL BAUM
MR. SAM BERNHARDT
MR. AND MRS. TILLIE BITTER
MR. BLAIR
MR. AND MRS. BLEIWESS
MR. ABE BRAM
MR. AND MRS. JACOB BOWITZ
MR. AND MRS. RAY CHAET
MR. AND MRS. HARRY DUKART
MR. H. EDMONIANT
MR. AND MRS. EDWARD FEIGAN
MR. AND MRS. MAX FISCH
MR. AND MRS. GEORGE FISHER
MR. AND MRS. J. FACTOR
MR. AND MRS. MILTON FELDMAN
MR. JOSEPH FEER
MR. AND MRS. JOE FOX
MR. AND MRS. GOLDBERG
MR. AND MRS. GEORGE Y. HALSTUK
MR. AND MRS. HARMON
MR. AND MRS. JOSEPH HOFFMAN
MR. AND MRS. KOFFEE
MR. AND MRS. MOSHE KRAUZE
MR. AND MRS. MIKE KATZ
MR. AND MRS. JOSEPH KOENIG
MRS. LOUIS LESSER
MR. AND MRS. HAROLD MILLER
MRS. FANNIE MISKA
MRS. LINA MISKA
MR. AND MRS. ABE MISKA
MR. AND MRS. LOUIS NEWMAN
MRS. SADAH PITTEL
MR. AND MRS. M. SANDLER
MR. AND MRS. MORRIS SECEMSKIY
MRS. HELEN SCHLESINGER
MRS. L. SKLARCHICK
MR. AND MRS. MORRIS SOLOMON
MR. AND MRS. LOUIS SOLOMON
MR. AND MRS. SOL SCHUMER
MR. AND MRS. HARRY STERNBERG
MRS. MARY TREMBOT
MRS. BERTHA WARSHAWSKY
MR. AND MRS. IRVING WAICHMAN
MR. AND MRS. JACOB WEIBART
MR. AND MRS. ADOLPH WILLINGER
MRS. HARRY WOSOWSKI
MR. AND MRS. ABE YELEN

HONOR ROLL

Tribute to Those Who Have Made More Than 2 Plates

MR. AND MRS. JOSEPH HOFFMAN
MR. AND MRS. MORRIS SECEMSKIY
MR. AND MRS. MOSE KRAUZE
MR. AND MRS. MIKE KATZ
MR. AND MRS. LOUIS KOENIG
MR. AND MRS. HARRY STERNBERG
MR. AND MRS. ABE MISKA
MR. AND MRS. LOUIS NEWMAN
MRS. SADAH PITTEL
MR. AND MRS. M. SANDLER
MR. AND MRS. MORRIS SECEMSKIY
MRS. HELEN SCHLESINGER
MRS. L. SKLARCHICK
MR. AND MRS. MORRIS SOLOMON
MR. AND MRS. LOUIS SOLOMON
MR. AND MRS. SOL SCHUMER
MR. AND MRS. HARRY STERNBERG
MRS. MARY TREMBOT
MRS. BERTHA WARSHAWSKY
MR. AND MRS. IRVING WAICHMAN
MR. AND MRS. JACOB WEIBART
MR. AND MRS. ADOLPH WILLINGER
MRS. HARRY WOSOWSKI
MR. AND MRS. ABE YELEN

Those Who Have Made 4 Plates or More

MR. AND MRS. LOUIS AUSLANDER
MR. AND MRS. EDWARD FEIGAN
MR. AND MRS. MOSHE KRAUZE
MR. AND MRS. MIKE KATZ
MR. AND MRS. LOUIS KOENIG
MR. AND MRS. HARRY STERNBERG
MR. AND MRS. ABE MISKA
MR. AND MRS. LOUIS NEWMAN
MRS. SADAH PITTEL
MR. AND MRS. M. SANDLER
MR. AND MRS. MORRIS SECEMSKIY
MRS. HELEN SCHLESINGER
MRS. L. SKLARCHICK
MR. AND MRS. MORRIS SOLOMON
MR. AND MRS. LOUIS SOLOMON
MR. AND MRS. SOL SCHUMER
MR. AND MRS. HARRY STERNBERG
MRS. MARY TREMBOT
MRS. BERTHA WARSHAWSKY
MR. AND MRS. IRVING WAICHMAN
MR. AND MRS. JACOB WEIBART
MR. AND MRS. ADOLPH WILLINGER
MRS. HARRY WOSOWSKI
MR. AND MRS. ABE YELEN

OUR GOODFELLOWS

MR. A. ARBUS
MRS. ASTRON
MRS. FRANK AUSLANDER HARRIS
MR. AND MRS. J. ADELMAN
MR. SAM BERNHARDT
MR. AND MRS. I. BAUM
MR. AND MRS. WM. BAUM
MR. SOL BAUM
MR. AND MRS. H. BLEIWEIS
MR. AND MRS. JACOB BOWITZ
MR. AND MRS. ISAAC BOVIT
MRS. TILLIE BITTER
MR. SAMUEL BUSH
MR. A. BRAM
MR. AND MRS. BOZYK
MR. AND MRS. HARRY DUKART
MR. AND MRS. A. DANKOVITZ
MRS. HELEN EDMONIANT
MR. AND MRS. ED. FEIGEN
MRS. HOWARD FAGAN
MR. AND MRS. FABMAN
MR. AND MRS. GEORGE FISHER
MR. AND MRS. MAX FISCH
MR. AND MRS. JOE FOX
MR. J. FEER
MR. AND MRS. MARTIN FOX
MR. AND MRS. L. FRIESEN
MR. AND MRS. M. FRYSHMAN
MR. AND MRS. M. GLICKMAN
MR. AND MRS. SELOK GOLDBERG
MR. AND MRS. M. GRYSHN
MRS. J. HARMON
MR. AND MRS. JOE HOFFMAN
MR. A. KOFFEE
MR. AND MRS. JACK KUKLIN
MR. AND MRS. J. KOENIG
MR. AND MRS. S. KOLTEN
MR. AND MRS. MOSHE KRAUZE
MR. NATHAN LEVANT
MR. AND MRS. J. LEVANT
MRS. L. LESSER
MR. AND MRS. H. LEIBLITSKY
MR. AND MRS. S. MLODINOW
MR. AND MRS. M. MAJOR
MR. AND MRS. L. MACHLER
OUR GOODFELLOWS

MR. and MRS. SEYMOUR MISKA
MR. and MRS. ABE MISKA
MR. and MRS. WM. MISKA
MRS. LENA MISKA
MRS. FANNIE MISKA
MR. A. MANDEL
MR. HAROLD MILLER
MR. and MRS. L. NEWMAN
MR. and MRS. M. OPPENHEIM
MRS. HELEN OPPENHEIM
MR. and MRS. WM. PAUL
MRS. SARAH PITTEL
MR. and MRS. J. PRYOR
MR. and MRS. I. ROSENBAUM
MR. and MRS. J. ROTHSTEIN
MR. and MRS. D. RICHTER
MR. and MRS. M. SOLOMON
MR. and MRS. N. SILBERSTEIN
MR. and MRS. M. SHARP
MR. I. SIMON
MRS. LOUIS SKLARCIK
MR. and MRS. L. SOLOMON
MR. and MRS. H. STERNBERG
MR. and MRS. M. SANDLER
MRS. HELEN SCHLESINGER
MR. and MRS. M. SECEMSKY
MRS. MARY TREMBOT
MR. and MRS. SAMSONOWICZ
MR. and MRS. H. SEIDMAN
MR. and MRS. S. SOLOMON
MR. and MRS. J. STAR
MR. and MRS. D. STAVSKY
MR. and MRS. A. STEINER
MRS. BERTHA WARSHASKY
MR. and MRS. B. WACHTER
MR. and MRS. A. WILLINGER
MR. and MRS. I. WAILCHMAN
MR. A. WARSAKSI
MRS. H. WOSOWSKY
MR. and MRS. J. WEISBART
MRS. E. WARSAKSI
MR. and MRS. S. WEISKOPF
MR. and MRS. ABE YELEN
MR. and MRS. F. ZAIDMAN
MR. A. ZELKOWITZ

Larry Adelman
Karen Adelman
Richard Bram
Ellen Bram

Martin Bitter
Helen Bowitz
Neil Dressler
Elizabeth

Glen B. Davis
Henry Dankovitz
Celia Dankovitz
Samuel Fisch

Sharon Fifer
Helen Fisch
Jack Fisch
Andrea Fisch

Milton Frischer
Jackie Frieschman
Esther Frieschman
Joan Goldstein

David Goldberg
Tova Gryeman
Rosalie Gryeman
Barbara Kirschman

Rachel Kirshner
Eva Karna
Mark Karna
Robin Karna
In Memory of Our Beloved Relatives

WHO HAVE PERISHED IN CHENSTOCHOWER GHETTO UNDER HITLER TYRANNY 1942-45

"May Their Memory Linger On"

MR. A. BRAM
MR. and MRS. M. FOX
MR. and MRS. M. FISCH
MR. and MRS. M. BOVIT
MR. and MRS. J. BOWITZ
MR. and MRS. S. Sandler
MR. and MRS. M. MAJOR
MR. and MRS. M. KRAUZE
MR. and MRS. J. PRYOR
MR. and MRS. S. MLODINOW
MRS. LENA MISKA
MR. and MRS. IRVING WAICHMAN

MR. and MRS. LOUIS SOLOMON
MR. and MRS. ISADOR BAUM
MR. and MRS. W. ZARNOW
MR. and MRS. S. GOLDBERG
MRS. L. GEWERCMAN
MR. and MRS. J. FEIFER
MR. S. LEVKOWITZ
MR. and MRS. N. SILBERSTEIN
MR. and MRS. H. SEIDMAN
MR. and MRS. F. ZAIDMAN
MR. and MRS. J. FAJERMAN

MRS. F. AUSLANDER
MR. and MRS. M. SECEMSKY
MR. and MRS. A. DANKOWITZ
MR. and MRS. D. RYCHTER
MR. and MRS. I. SAMSONOWICZ
MR. and MRS. A. STEINER
MR. and MRS. BOZYK
MR. and MRS. M. FRYSHMAN
MR. and MRS. J. KOENIG
MR. and MRS. SEYMOUR MISKA
MR. and MRS. SAM FARBERMAN

MR. and MRS. S. WEISKOFF
MR. and MRS. S. WEISKOFF
MR. and MRS. M. SOLOMON
MR. and MRS. A. MISKA
MR. and MRS. S. SCHUMER
MR. and MRS. N. FAGAN
MR. and MRS. G. HALSTUK
MR. SOL BAUM
MR. and MRS. A. WILLINGER
MR. and MRS. D. STAVSKY
Greetings from the President

As the President of the Midwest Chenstochower Society, I am pleased to welcome our members and guests to the 39th Annual Banquet and Dance.

I want to thank my "family" of officers and chairmen for their zealous work in the past in raising funds for charity. A special thanks to our energetic Chairman of this affair Moshe Krauze as well as to our esteemed Ad-Book Chairman — Abraham S. Miska.

I also would like to express my sincere thanks to all the contributors who helped to make this a successful and memorable occasion.

I hope and pray that all the members of the Midwest Chenstochower Society may be blessed with peace of mind, and continue their energy, so that our charitable deeds may be of ever increasing aid to our fellow man in need.

May all our future efforts in the humanitarian work that we are striving for, be blessed in the sight of God.

SAM BERNHARDT,
President
MR. and MRS. A. ARBUS
MRS. ASTOR
MRS. FRANK AUSLANDER HARRIS
MR. and MRS. J. ADELMAN
MR. SAM BERNHARDT
MR. and MRS. I. BAUM
MR. and MRS. WM. BAUM
MR. SOL BAUM
MR. and MRS. H. BLEIWEIS
MR. and MRS. JACOB BOWITZ
MR. and MRS. ISAAC BOVIT
MRS. TILLIE BUITER
MR. SAMUEL BUSH
MR. A. BRAM
MR. and MRS. BOZYKV
MRS. HARRY DUKART
MR. and MRS. A. DANKOVITZ
MRS. HELEN EDELNANT
MR. and MRS. ED. FEIGEN
MRS. HOWARD FAGAN
MR. and MRS. FARFBMAN
MR. and MRS. GEORGE FISHER
MR. and MRS. MAX FISCH
MR. and MRS. JOE FOX
MR. J. FEIFE
MR. and MRS. MARTIN FOX
MR. and MRS. L. FRIEDER
MR. and MRS. M. FRYSDHAM
MR. and MRS. M. GLICKERMAN
MR. and MRS. SELAK GOLDBERG
MR. and MRS. M. GRYCMAN
MRS. J. HARMON
MRS. MARIAN HOFFMANN
MR. A. KOFFEE
MR. and MRS. JACK KUKLIN
MR. and MRS. J. KOENIG
MR. and MRS. S. KOLTON
MR. and MRS. MOSHE KRAUZE
MR. NATHAN LEVANT
MR. and MRS. J. LEVANT
MRS. L. LESSER
MR. and MRS. H. LEBITZKY
MR. and MRS. S. MLINOW
MR. and MRS. M. MAJOR
MR. and MRS. L. MACHLER
MR. and MRS. SEYMOUR MISKA
MR. and MRS. ABE MISKA
MR. and MRS. WM. MISKA
MRS. LENA MISKA
MRS. FANNIE MISKA
MR. A. MANDEL
MR. HAROLD MILLER
MR. and MRS. L. NEUMAN
MR. and MRS. M. OPPENHEIM
MRS. HELEN OPPENHEIM
MR. and MRS. WM. PAUL
MRS. SARAH PITTEL
MR. and MRS. J. PRYOR
MR. and MRS. I. ROSENBAUM
MR. and MRS. J. ROTHSTEIN
MR. and MRS. D. RICHTER
MR. and MRS. N. SILBERSTEIN
MRS. M. SOLOMON
MR. and MRS. M. SHARP
MR. I. SIMON
MRS. LOUIS SKLARCK
MR. and MRS. L. SOLOMON
MR. and MRS. H. STERNBERG
MR. and MRS. M. SANDLER
MRS. HELEN SCHLESINGER
MR. and MRS. M. SECEMSKY
MRS. MARY TREMSI
MR. and MRS. SAMSONOWICZ
MR. and MRS. H. SEIDMAN
MR. and MRS. S. SOLOMON
MR. and MRS. J. STAR
MR. and MRS. D. STAVSKY
MR. and MRS. A. STEINER
MRS. BERTHA WARSHASKY
MR. and MRS. B. WACHTER
MR. and MRS. A. WILLINGER
MR. and MRS. I. WAICHMAN
MR. A. WARSASKY
MRS. H. WOSOWSKY
MR. and MRS. J. WEISBART
MRS. F. WARSASKY
MR. and MRS. S. WEISKOFF
MR. and MRS. ABE YELLEN
MR. and MRS. F. ZAIMAN
MR. A. ZELKOWITZ
CCC initiates drive to "convert prospects to givers"

Folks organizations—
' a most viable resource'

Folks organizations in Chicagoland continue to show potential for a real contribution to the annual JUF campaign. This was the assertion of Alfred Fink, CCC Vice-Chairman, at a meeting of the CCC Steering Committee.

In May, he said, the Midwest Chasidic Society held an annual dinner attended by 200 men and women, at which Jack Bankier spoke and more than $6,500 was raised. The United Chicago Jews of Hungarian Descent held their own annual meeting a week later, with 160 in attendance. No fund raising was done at the meeting, but the group heard a JUF presentation by Lewis Saltzman. Approximately $5,000 will be donated from the group's treasury to JUF.

The Folks Division annually raises somewhat more than $375,000 for JUF, and has been showing small percentage increases each year.

Mr. Fink said that there are 100 Folks groups listed with JUF, but as attrition has taken its toll over the years, and younger people have not joined many of the groups,

CCC totals show upsurge

Campaign reports indicate that 1983 will be a good year for CCC, as Congregations and Folks groups again give strong support to the JUF fundraising effort. At this writing, the total is very close to $1,180,000 for Congregations and Folks combined, with increases running at about 13.5% over last year. Of course, it is virtually impossible in a publication such as this to print accurate figures; in the period between when the material is written and when it appears in print, totals change almost daily as pledges flood in.

participation in the JUF campaign has become minimal in many cases. In recent years, fund raising in the Division under the professional directorship of Alex Davis, now retired, had become largely a one-on-one procedure, with most pledges being taken on the telephone.

Analysis of the Folks Division membership is now underway. "The Folks still have potential for JUF," Mr. Fink asserted. "The Division remains a viable resource for campaigning, and what we must do is find the ways in which it can be more effective."
CCC initiates drive to ‘convert prospects to givers’
CCC STEERING COMMITTEE SEeks NEW MEMBERS TO TAKE LEADING ROLE IN JUF-SIC CAMPAIGN

The 1983 JUF Congregations & Community Campaign Steering Committee includes the following men and women. Congregation names are shown to indicate affiliation only, and not to denote any specific representation.

New members are always welcome on the Steering Committee, to help plan and implement the Congregations/Folks campaign which annually raises more than $2.5 million toward JUF needs. Steering Committee members are leaders in their Congregations and have a serious commitment to the Jewish United Fund, recognizing that support of the synagogue and support of JUF programs are part of a common concern… the survival and well-being of Jewish people here in Chicago, in Israel, and elsewhere around the world.

LAWRENCE A. SHERMAN, Chairman
North Shore Congregation Israel

ALFRED FINK, Vice-Chairman, Folks
Temple Emanuel

SOL APPLEBAUM
Temple Menorah

EBRAHIM BANAYAN
Central Synagogue, S.S. Hebrew

SOL BLEIWEIS
Am Yisrael Congregation

MARK BRAVIB
Committee on Russian Jews

JEAN COMAR
Temple Emanuel

NORMAN ECKSTEIN
Anshe Emeth Synagogue

RABBI OSCAR Z. FASMAN
Congregation Yehuda Moshe

LAWRENCE M. FRIEDMAN
Or Torah Congregation

HOWARD D. GELLER
Kehilath Jacob Beth Samuel

HOWARD N. GILBERT

IRWIN JACOBS
Congregation B’nai Emunah

RABBI VERNON KURTZ
Rodfei Zedek Congregation

MEYER KWITKO
Mikro Kodesh Anshe Tiktin

RO LEBEDOW
Am Yisrael Congregation

HENRY C. LORSCH
Temple B’nai Yehuda

DR. CURTIS C. MELNICK
Rodfei Zedek Congregation

BERNARD NEUMAN
Or Torah Congregation

IRVING PEARLMAN
Temple Menorah

NORMAN D. SCHWARTZ
Temple Sholom

RABBI MORDECAI SIMON
North Suburban Synagogue Beth El

MORTON A. STERNBERG
B’nai Jehoshua Beth Elohim
‘Person to Person’ means dollars to meet JUF needs

The annual JUF summer telephone extravaganza, “Person to Person,” will be held this year Monday to Thursday, July 11-14. On those four days, hundreds of volunteers will run—not walk, nor jog—to phones at the Federation Building in Chicago and at North Shore Congregation Israel in Glencoe to call previous JUF contributors for their 1983 pledges.

Chairman of the event Ro Lebedow, herself a distance runner, selected